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Learning
New Formations
How applying the principles
of Emotional Intelligence can
provide the competitive edge
on and off the football field

Azusa Pacific University (Calif.)
head football coach Victor
Santa Cruz utilized Emotional
Intelligence to lead his team to
success last season. Emotional
Intelligence is the ability to
identify, assess and control the
emotions of oneself and others
(players).
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By PAT INTRAVERSATO, Founder, Head Coach,
Iron Coaching, Portland, Ore.

-

he business world is ripe with football analogies. A
dropped sales call becomes a fumble while the new
marketing initiative goes from Hail Mary to touch-

-

down

whether or not it was his “command-and-control” coach-

Breaking Down Film

-

-

-

win but then spun out of control the minute something
-

things around.

-
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ing levers available to improve performance.

cussions and his growing knowledge

earlier when he worked for the Fellowship of Christian Athletes in San

could see the light bulbs going on
to draw back to moments in the
previous season when our reactions

took on the coaching position at
that it was just another “behavioral”

Xs And Os

with motivation and development of

ers. Each team member completed
-

to take a look.

his command-and-control leadership

-

of 20 multiple-choice questions designed to uncover how we react in

leaders understand the strengths of

reactions and mannerisms had a di-

results provided insight into how to
best connect with and motivate his
team.

lowing his judgments to impact how
rippled into the team itself and af-

a demoralizing long-term effect on
the team.”

Not all players respond to in-your-face yelling, so Victor Santa Cruz had to find a new way to reach his athletes.
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fabric structures

terested in the needs of those around us and focus instead

FLEXIBLE FINANCE SOLUTIONS ON FABRIC STRUCTURES & GREENHOUSES*
TERMS UP TO 10 YEARS RATES AS LOW AS 4.99% AS LITTLE AS 10% DOWN
*Subject to credit approval.

can dissolve.

On The Field
ented mindset. Practices were still tough and competition
thing seemed to be gelling … then their opponent scored a

A superior environment for training,
competing and recreational sports.
Sustainable
Design-Build
Solutions
Low in cost per
square foot.
Natural daytime
lighting.
Easy to relocate.
Expandable.

and never recover.”
Even as the thought of “here we go again” echoed in
-

Call one of our ClearSpan specialists today at 1.866.643.1010
or visit us on the web at www.ClearSpan.com/ADCAD.
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Learning To Win
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Switching from his command-and-control nature was
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win than in the last two seasons combined — the team got
a bit too comfortable.
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to recognize familiar sounds over his headset.
-

be enough to knock them out of the postseason. Feeling

-

Cougars tallied a season-low 10
points after averaging more than

“He literally stood still for half a
second after the snap. Here was
a guy who had this technique
nailed and suddenly he didn’t
execute it …”

had presented challenges and
breakthroughs for the offensive

fore the half and tried to bring his coaches back into their
of their old patterns.

Expanding The Playbook
came up a little short.”

Realizing that his return to command-and-control
-

changing touchdown for their opponent.

or slamming his clipboard. Santa Cruz was still at a loss

allowed a touchdown on a red zone pass. Our staff got on
-

him right into an unproductive state where he was beating
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American Made. World Class.
the coach experienced his greatest success when he
-

VARIETY YOU CAN USE.
Westside Barbell
Reverse Hyper

“Some people might think in-game mentoring is

-

Trap Shrug/
Lunge/Deadlift
The New Season

Ultimate
Preacher Curl

ing through similar training in the hopes of fostering

we also need to take the next big jump toward man-

Core Spider

-

CAD

Based in Portland, Ore., Iron Coaching helps executives and organizational leaders across a wide range
of disciplines achieve their goals. The programs help
leaders address consistent themes, including how to
crystallize organizational vision, communicate strategic
objectives and priorities, motivate and develop talented,
high-potential personnel, and create greater organizahelp ensure maximize growth of the individual, as well
as the growth of those being led. Iron Coaching customsupport a coach to reach his or her objectives. Visit
ironcoaching.com or call (503) 908-0742.
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Power Sled

Half Rack
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